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At present two alternative methods are available for calculation of the
dynamical moments of inertia of rotational bands for superdeformed nu-
clei: the method of quantum groups [1,2] and the method of higher in-
truderorbitals [3,4]. The latter method has been applied (see the results
in work [5]) to calculation of the dynamical moments of inertia for the
yrast superdeformed bands in 194Hg and 192Hg as well as (see the re-
sults in work [3]) to calculation of the dynamical moments of inertia of
superdeformed bands in l5oGd and 148Gd.

In this work the dynamical moments of inertia for the yrast superde-
formed bands in 194Hg, 192Hg, 150Gd, 148Gd have been calculated by the
quantum group SUq(2\.

Begin with observation of the superdeformed bands in 194Hg and 192Hg.
For the quantum group SUq(2) one obtains the energy levels for the su-
perdeformed band of the following type [2]

which at |r| <C 1 are equivalent to the Taylor expansion

+ • • • ) ,

where j is the spin, Eo is the bandhead energy, I is an inertial param-
eter, |r|2 is the softness parameter. Following the known procedure [6]
one obtains the expansion for the dynamical moment of inertia of the
superdeformed band. Indeed, if one has the following expansion for the
rotational energy

Ej = E0 + Aft + 1) + Bf(j + I)2 + Cf(j + I)3.+ Dj4(j•+ I)4 . . . ,
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the dynamical moment of inertia I(w) is presented as tbt expansion in
terras of powers of rotational frequency w

I(w) = a + (3w2 + 7W4 + 8w6 + . . . .

The coefficients of these two expansions are related by the following
parametrization formulae

B - "£*'

' ~ 2a?

D - _
_

a9 8a8 '

Using (1) and (2) one can find

In the region 2|r | /w < 1 the expansion (3) converges to the hypergeo-
metrical function

_. x r7n,l 1 3 . . I2T2 o\ rarcsin(2|rj/ty).I(*)=IF(-,-;-;i\TflW) = I 2 |^J '. (4)

Theoretical curves I(w) for the yrast bands 194Hg (at parameters / =
101 M e V 1 and \r\ = 0.012) and 192Hg (at parameters / = 100 MeV"1

and | r | = 0.012), calculated by formula (4) are shown in figs. 1 and 2.
Empty circles designate experimental data.

To calculate the dynamical moments of inertia of the superdeformed
bands in 150Gd and 148Gd it is necessary to carry out the analytical con-
t inua t ion of function (4) into the region 2|r|J«> > 1. We'll use the

following procedure for this purpose.
The hypergeometrical function F[h, | ; | ;ar j in the region 0 < x < 1 is

known [7] to be a solution of the differential equation .
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Besides of the solution F ^ , | ; | ; a ; j equation (5) has in the region 0 <

x < 1 the second solution ^F( 0,0; | ; £j = ^», which allows an analytical
continuation into the region a? > 1 (in our case # = 4|r|272«;2). There-

fore, according to the principle of conservatism of differential equation
the function

is the analytical' continuation of function (4) into the region 2|r|I«/ > 1.
The theoretical curves I(w) for the yrast bands in 150Gd (at parameter
\T\ = 0.010) and 148Gd (at parameter |r| = 0.013), calculated by formula
(6) are presented in figs. 3 and 4. Empty circles designate experimental
data.
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